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Fluid forces on a rotatinq centどifuqalimpelleど inwhirlinq motion were 
studied experimentally. A two相 dimensionalimpeller installed in a parallel叩

walled vaneless and vaned diffuser whirled on a circular orbi主 withvarious 
positive and neqative anqular velocities. The results showed that the fluid 
forces exert a dampinq effect on the rotor in most opeどatin守 conditions，but 
become excitatory when the impeller operates at very low partial dischar守ewhile 
rotating far faster than the whirl speed. 

The fluid forces were also expressed in terms of mass， dampinq and stiff哨

ness matrices. Calculations were conducted for impellers with the same qeometry 
and whirl condition as those in the experiment. Quantitative aqreement was ob-
tained especially in positive whirl. 

INT畏ODU己TIO詞

As to fluid forç~s actinq on a 'centrifuqal impeller of pumps and co偲pres岨

sors， many studies have been done on the steady lateral forces (どadialthrust)， 
which occur either by azimuthally asymme七ricconfiquration of volute casinq or 
by misalign釦entof impeller and casinq center. To the contrary， limited contri叩

butions have been made to the unsteady part of lateral forces， which is induced 
by the whirlinq motion of rotatinq impellers. This is the very information 
souqht for the precise analysis of rotor stability and seis罷icresponse. 

Experimental study on this subject is quite few. Two projects are pre-
sently under way as far as known to the authors， one at Ca1ifornia Institute of 
Technolo守yand the other at University of Tokyo. 

The la主ter，i.e. the present experimental study is the direct counterpart 
to the theoretical calculation reported at the 1st Workshop (ref. 11. Therefore 
the qeometries of the test impeller and casinq were deter調inedto be similar to 
those of sample calculations. This is the reason why this experiment adopted 
deliberately much simpler confiqurations than those of actual pumps and compres叫

sors. The project at C工Tseems七olay more stress on the practical side than we 
intend， because the adopted impeller/casinq confiquration is similar to those of 
pumps for industrial application. The proqress of CIT project was reported 
twice at the 1st and 2nd Workshop by Acos~a et al. [ref. 2曹 3].

* This study was supported by Grant in Aid for Scientific Research by the 
Ministry of Education， Technical Research Institute foど工nteqrityof Struc七ures
at Elevated Service Temperatures and担itachi，Ltd. 腕essrs. S. Yanaqisawa， 
K. Tomita， J. Hanawa， K. Kawakami and C. Kato contributed to this s七udyas their 

Master theses. 
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TEST FACIL工TY

The test pump is a sin哲1e僻 staqe，ver七ica1shaft官 centrifuga1type. The 
mechanism of the forced whir1inq motion is i11ustrated schematica11y in fi雪・ 1. 
The impe11er is supported overhun哲 bytwo self伽 alignmentroller bearinqs， which 
are mounted separately on the upper and lower whirl p1ates. Fluid forces actinq 
on the impeller are eva1uated from the reaction force to the lower bearinq・
As seen from fiq. 1， the outeど raceof the lower bearinq is attached to the 
lower whir1 plate by four load ce1ls arどanqedwith 90 degree anqle difference 
(x四 andy時 direction).

Fi守. 2 shows the relative arrangement二 ofimpe1ler and diffuser. 工norder 
to avoid the qeneration of steady latera1 forces， the f10w passaqe was desiqned 
to ensure axisymmetric f10w by means of resistance screen at the diffuser exit 
and two symmetrically arranged discharqe pipes for instance. Test was conduct二ed
mainly for vaneless diffuser. Additional test was a1so donT for vaned diffuser 
with 2， 4 and 8 quide vanes， thouヲhthe correspondinq theory had not been estab細

工ishedfor comparison. Two impel1ers， A and B， with different vane anq1e were 
tested. The rotational speed of the i際pellershaft was kept constant (8.8自z)， 
while the whirl speed was varied widely from neqative to positive whirl. Both 
pump and eccentric drive shafts were equipped with ro七aryencoders to detect 
phase an守1e. Principal specifications of test pump are listed in table 1. 

DATλEVλLUATION 

calibration 
The load cells were calibrated dynamically by a rotatinq disc with known 

unbalance mass. The conversion factors (a = impe11er force (N)/load cell output 
(V)) were determined for the x-and y削 directionseparately. The linearity of 
the cells was satisfactory and all cross terms， outputュ。fy叩 cellsto x-directed 
force for instance， rer組 inedless.than two percヰentof their principal terms. 

Data Aαuisition 
Outputs of load cells were A/D converted and stored by samplinq siqnals 

generated at eveどY10 deqree on whirlinq orbit. For experiment to check七he
statistical character of the data， ensemble averaqe and rms were evaluated fro隠

512 sampled data at the sa限econdition. 工nother cases 200 to 300 data were 
collected to qive an ensemble average with intended confidence in七erval. 工nthe 
experiment with vaned diffuser， samplinqs were made when the phase anqle of 
whirl and impel1er shaft， a~ and e~ (cf. fiq. 4(a))， coincided si諮u1ta'.eously 1 -----2 
with the preset values. 

zvaluation of Fluid Forces on Imcel1er Vanes 
Since the theoretical resu1ts which are to be compared with the experiment， 

consider only f1uid forces actinq on the impe1ler vanes， and exc1ude a11 other 
forces on shroud， shaft， sea1 etc， it is necessary a1so in the experiment to ex聞

記ractpure vane force from the resu1tant reaction force measured at the 10wer 
bearinq. For this purpose， four experiments were carried as shown in fi守. 3， 
that is， experiments with whir1inq impe11er in water and in air， and with whirl-
ing dummy rotor in water and in air. 

The f1uid force on the impe11er vanes， F(Fx' 笠・y)'can be eva1uated by the 
relation， 
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where E.;(怠..，記)denotes 10ad cel1 outputs in the above mentioned four sub四
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; fluid forces on whirling components sub涼ar雪edin water. 
; fluid forces on whみま~ling components sub恐argedin water except 
vanes， i.e. those on shrouds， shaft and seal (see fig. 1). 

The reaction of driving shaft tor包ueon the lower bearing was calculated 
and the influence was compensated in the final evaluatiori of i澗pellerforce. 

As seen from fig. 4 (a)， fluid forces on whirling impeller are dependent of 
rotational speed ω， whirl speed 0 ， eccentricityε ， phase angle of whirl e‘ 
and rotation e~ and flow rate Q. The dependence on e~ disappers in vaneles会

2 
diffuser. 
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The following interpretation will also help understand the meanin守

Test Condition 
The eccen乞ricitywas kept constan1ニ(E = 1.5 mm)， since lineari ty could be 

expected for such small displacement. Fro滋乞herotordynami; consideration the 
w誌irlspeed n corresponds to the first damped natural fre屯uencyin bending mode 
of the rotor (critical speed:. Although most troub工esassociated with non-syn情

chronous rotor vibration occur at supercritical rotational speed， 0/ω<1， the 
tes之、iasaone at whirl speed ra主ion/ωup to 1.3 both for positive and negative 
whirl. Because impeller forces are sensitive to the opera七ingcondition of the 
impeller， discharge rate was varied fro怒 shutoffto maximum. 

Presentation of Fluid Forces 
Fluid forces f acting on the impeller vanes are divided into two compo幽

nents as illustrated in fiき. 4 (b). The component normal to the orbit and di-
rected outward is called radial force F_， while the co路ponentparallel and op-

x 
posite to the clockwise (positive) whirl-is called tan守entialforce FQ. 
A negative siさnmeans the direction is opposite to the above definition. 

TEST RおSむLTS主謀DD工5Cむ55工ON

5'umc Characteristics 
The hydraulic performance of the test pump (i菰pellerA and B) at steady op岨

eration is plotted in fig. 5 in non-dimensional form， in which flow coefficient 
争 andhead coefficient ψare defined by (see notation in table 1) 

争認 Q/2言r2bu2' 

ψ m自1(U22 /2き}

u2 =ωr2 • • • • •• • • • (2) 

5ince impeller B has'smaller exit vane angle than that of A， it has larger work 
input and hence higher head. Guide vanes have loge混rithmicspiral form and the 
vane angle is set to have no loading at design (shock山 free)discharge of the im柿

peller. Because of this desi守口 principle， the influence of 哲uidevanes on the 
steady perfor認anceis not remarkable. Design flow coefficient， at which the 
relative inlet flow to the impeller vanes becomes shock四 free，is denoted by争品8・

~ The machine畏eynoldsnumber of the test pu隷p，Re = u~d~/V ， was about 3.4-x 2-2 
10-in all test cases. 

character of Unsteadv Flui_g_r_QJ;ces 
Fluid forces acting on whirli時 vanes，f， are evaluated from four forces 

obtained by four sub輪 experiments(see eq. (ヱ)). The relative翰agnitudeand di叩

rection of these four forces are illustrated in fig. 6 for a typical test con叩

dition (impeller A 争2争 e: =2悶 n，n/ω=0.83 and寺窓0).F_ and F~ measured in air ~ .T :-.，... sf' _-_ -.-: nu，，! ~' ---"..，....，..， ~ '-A~~ -1. -v，. '_ ~~ Y..'-6 '_..4 
are caused by inertial eentrユ.fugalforce and thus-have only radみalcomponent. 
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The effort to reduce the mass of whirling components by using aluminum helped 
keep the level of fluid force substantially larger七hanthat of inertia force. 

Outputs of load cells osci11ate primarily with the whir1 speed n， but con幽

tain also fluctuations caused by mass unbalance of impe11er， ro11in守口。iseof' 
bearings， noise of measurin守 system，turbulence of flow and so on. From the 
pre1iminary studies， it became clear that the 1argest and predominant source of 
data scattering resulted fro瓢 the f1uctuation of flow field in impeller and diま榊
fuser. Fig. 7 i11ustrates Lissajous figures of overa11 impeller force.， when 
impeller A rotates in water without whirling motion. As seen from fi守. 7 (a)， 
f1uctuation of measured force is rather trivial at design， i.e. shock-free dis-
charge condit二ion. As the discharge decreases， the fluctuation守e七slarger and 
at shutoff the fluctuation becomes quite violent as seen from fig. 7 (b). 
すhereason is obviously the separation and large scale turbulence of the flow in 
impeller. The fluctuation of measured force can therefore be a七七ributedmostly 
to the inherent flow turbulence. 

Fig. 8 shows fluid forces on whirling impeller vanes at 9 locations of the 
orbit (impeller A，ε=1.5 mm I vaneless dif.) for the combination of two flow 
rates (design and shutoff) and two whirl speed ratios (positive and negative). 
Each vector indicates ensemble average of 512 sampled data， while the magnitude 
of fluctuation is indicated by a circle with rms as its radius. F1uid forces 
are nearly axisymmetric and uniform on the orbit as they should be. 工tis worth 
to note， that especially near shutoff the fluctuation in rms can be severalfold 
as hi守has its average. 

fluid Forces on Whirlino主moellerin Vaneless Oiffuser 
工nspite of precautions to estab1ish azimuthally s~抱netric flow， the en柵

semble averaged force vectors on the orbit were not complete1y uniform as seen 
fro剥 fig.8. Since the influence of fluid foどceson the dynamics of rotor is 
accumu1ative， the force components， F_ and F9， are hereafter averaged.over one 
cycleof whirl anqleS，and shaft angEe es-and axe denoted by下_and下O. '.These 
forces are further nor伝a1izedby the fol1owing definitions; 咽曹
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where P is the density of the working f1uid and M ls the mass of f1uid disp1aced 
by the si1houette volume of impe11er vanes. 

Fig. 9 shows the dependence of f_ and fQ on the whir1 speed ratio n/ωfro孤
叩 1.3to +1.3， when impel1erλ(s=68o)rwhir1sCwith eccen七ricity E =1.5 mm in vane棚

1ess diffuser and operates at five different f10w rates from shutoff to maximum. 
The broken 1ine in the figuどeindicates ca1culated resu1t for shock珊 freeentry 
condition (争吋_~). Fig. 10 shows the corresponding resu1t of impe1ler B (s=600

). 

As to rad!a1 component followings can be observed: 1) The apparent mass of 
impel1ers A and B is about 0.9 and 0.7 times disp1aced f1uid mass M， respective岬

ly， when it顎ere1yosci1lates without rotation. Therefore， if tニhereis no iQ幽

fluence of pumpin守 ~c:i~~.~~2t~e f~uid_~orces ， まど鶴.ustbe equa1 to O. 9x (n/ω}晶

for impel1er A and 0.7x(Q/ω)-for impe1ler B. The calcu1ated fr. at shock畑 free
entry agrees with this simp1e prediction quantitative1y in positive whir1， but 
becomes a1most twみceas large as the prediction in nega1二ivewhirl. 工tsuggests 
that the pu路pingimpe1ler in negative whirl has a certain flow mechani鍛nto ge-
nerate 1arge radia1 force even in potential theory. 2) At design discharge， 
that is， shock阻まreeentry condition雷 the measured radial forces agree with the 
theory we1l in tendency. エロ positive whirl quantitative agree調entis fair1y 
good， while in negative whir1 the measur邸 側主 isremarkab1y 1arger than the 
theory. 3) Radia1 force decreases as discharge decreases in positive whir1. 
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工nnegative whir1 the tendency is quite opposite. 4) At and near 0/ω=1.0， where 
the re1ative f10w in impe11er becomes stationary， radia1 force becomes negative 
at very 10w discharge. 5) At O/W=O (stationaどydisp1acemen乞)， rotating impe11er 
produces positive radial force， that is， foどceto the direction of impe11er dis嶋

placement. This思eansthat radial f1uid force has negative叫 springcharacteris岬

七ics. 6) 工凱pellerA has slight1y 1aどgerradia1 force than that of impeller B. 
As to tanヲentia1component: 1) Except a few test conditions， tangentia1 

forces are positive in positive whirl and ne守ativein negative whir1. This indi四

cates that f1uid forces exert a damping effect on whirling impe11er in most 
cases. 2) Negative七angen七ialforce emerges in positive whir1 when the pu原F
operates a七 verylow dischar守ewhile rotatin守 morethan twice as fast as whir1 
speed (0./ω<0.5). 1n this condition the fluid force feeds eneどgyto the whir1ing 
system and can cause a se1f-excited osci11ation， a sort of impe11er whip. 
3) The agreement with theory is good in positive whir1. 工nnegative whir1 the 
measurement is again remarkab1y higher than the tueory predic七s. 4) 工nnega叩

tive whir1 1arger damping can be expected than in positive whir1. 5) The inf1u-
ence of discharge rate on tangential component is genera11y sma11. 

Inf1uence of Guide Vanes on Rotor Stabi1itv 
Since the radial c1earance between impe11er and guide vanes was chosen re-

1ative1y 1arge (11、。fradius)， the hydrodynamic interference of guide vanes to 
impe11er vanes was so limited that the dependence of impe11er force on the phase 
n守1eof impe11eど shaft 曹 e~ ， was undetectably sma11. Consequent1y the insta1四

lationd quide vanes xe$113ted in little diffezeneeof the mean C側 .ponentsof 
f1uid forces from those given in fi守・ 9 and 10. 

Guide vanes au伊nentedthe damping eままecton the rotor stabi1ity to some ex-
tent. For the convenience of stabi1ity judgement， a new norma1ized para剖e乞erof 
tangential force is introduced as 

fe章常下'e/M E nω • • • • • (4) 

According to this definition sma11 fQ at small whir1 speed ratio立/ωcanbe en四

1arged by dividing by n. fe: has_ ~I~o the featu~e that it ~~e~~ ~ositive 
throughout positive and ne守afi'/ewhirl range， as far as the f1uid force exerts 
dampin雪 effect~ Fig. 11 show~ fe章。fimpe11er A at various f10w rates， when it 
whir1s in vaneless (no GV) and vaned diffuser with 2 and 8 guide vanes. 1n the 
case of vane1ess diffuser， theoretical pどedictionfor shock骨 freeentry condition 
is also plotted by broken 1ines. From these fi守uresit is evident that guide 
:anes re~u:e t~e range_ of ~~i:~ speed ratio with negative fe'， thus resu1tinヲ in
increased damping on the whir1ing rotor. 

Comoarison with Theorv bv Vector Dia~ram 
Fluid forces at shock-free entry condition are compared with the theoどet-

ical result [ref. 1] using vector diagrams as shown in fig. 12. Norma1ized 
force vectors are plotted with whir1 speed ratio n/w as their parameter on the 
curves. Theoretical and experimenta1 curves coincide fair1y we11 as a shape of 
curves but there is a considerable difference of the location of parameters. 
This difference cou1d be caused either by the viscous effect ne守1ectedin this 
theory or by unaware factors hidden in the test se七upand instru訊entation.

CONV怠RS10NTO MATR工XELEMENTS 

工nthe analysis of rotor dynamics it is convenient to express fluid foどces
in terms which are proportional to the displacement， ve10city and acce1eration 
of impeller center. As i11ustrated in fig. 4 (a)， the location of impe11er 
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center O(x， y) is expressed by the absolute coordinate syste思 wi七hits origin 
at the whirl center 0'. Denoting x叫 andy酬 componentsoffluid forces by E-x and 
Fysthey aどeexpressed in the following linear form; 

mass _ dampin守一一 stiffnes哩

[::] ~ -[::: ::: ][:]-[詰:::][: 1-[::: ::: j[: x J _ _ I xx xy I I I _ I xx xy I I I _ I xx xy I 1 I 

F.. 11m..... m.... I I y I I b.... b.... I I Y I I k.... k.... I I y I I I yx yy I I -I I yx yy I I -1 ，yx yy 1 I -1 

.....(5) 

wheどex =εcos9..， y =εsin9.. and 9.. = -Ut. 1. :..: -1 
Because themeasured fluid forees are non畑 linearwith respect to location， 

velocity and acceleration of impeller center， it is impossible to determine the 
above ma七rixelements in an exact meaning. 詩owever，if the f工uidforces are 
axisymme七ricon the whirling orbit (independent of 9..)， and can be appどoxi悶ated

エ

F (ε，0) =ε(F 十 F_ 0 + F _ 02) r . -. --. -. -rO -r1 -- -r1 

Fn(e:， 0) =ε(Ft今 F̂_0→. F̂_ 0
2
) 90 . 1. 91 n.  io 92 

the ma七rixelements can be related to the above terms as; 

震1 = m ーー
す玄2' mxy信欄mYX2帽を92xx yy 

b Z223Y 2 F91 ' b =時b ー一 F玄1XX yy xy yx 

k = k = -F k = -k 白山

Feo xx yy rむ' xy yx 

• • • • • • (6) 

• • • (7) 

The fit七in守 ofmeasured cata to eq. (6) can be performed by applying the method 
of least二 sauares.

Fig. 13 shows the fi乞tedcurve of impeller A at shock-free condition. The 
fitting was made for all data in positive and negative whirl，明1.3<0/ω<+1.3.
Since七hereal fluid forces are non-linear， the fitted curve cannot represent 
the measured data satisfactorily in th~ whole whirl speed ratio. Especially the 
delica七echange of fluid foどcesnear O/w = 1 is neglected in the fitting com叩

pletely. The quality of fittin守 deterioratesgradually as flow ra乞edecreases 
and the flow in impeller deviates fro恐 shock叩 freecondition. 

Fig. 14 illustrates the fitted curves of impeller A in vaneless diffuser at 
various flow rates. As seen from the figuどetangential force-fo changes almost 
linearly with whirl speed ratio. This indicates that cross期as送 termm =由m
is insignificant. The feature of radial force f__ consists in the factX~hatYft 

r 
is parabolic in寺eneralbut the minimum takes plaee around 0/w=0.4. This result 
infers that cross damping ter撚 b....=-b....plays an important role. 

xv VX 
In table 2 and 3 matrix ele組岳n七s~öf impeller A and B in vaneless diffuser 

are listed for various flow rates. All values are nor禄alizedby the quantities 
given in the tables. 

CONCLUSION 

Fluid forces acting on two叩 dimensionalcentrifugal impeller whirling in 
vaneless and vaned diffuser were measured and compared with the corresponding 
theoretical results. Principal findings from two tested impellers are: 

1) Fluid forces have tangential components to damp whirling motion of the 
rotating shaft in most opeどま主主ingcondition. 
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2) At 10w flow rate near shutoff and low whirl speed ratio， i.e. at hi守h
supercritical rotational speed， there are possibilities that the fluid 
forces do exert ne守ativedamping to the ro乞orin positive whirl， a sort 
of impeller whip. 

3) Theoretical calculation can predict fluid forces qualitatively. Quan榊

titative agree罰entcan be obtained in positive whirl. 
4) Fluid forces are expressed as elements of mass， dampin守 andstiffness 

matrices by assuming linear relation. 
This study will be extended further to the cases in which impeller whirls 

in a volute casing. The 2nd generation test rig with improved whirling mecha四

nism， instrumentation and versa七i1eapp1icabi1ity is under construction. 
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Table 1 

工mpe11er
outer diameter d_=2r 2 --2 
inneど diameter
vane width b 
suction diameter 
number of vanes 
vane angle to radius s 

(10守arithmicspiral) 
mass 

Vane1ess diffuseど

exit diameter 
screen 
width 

Vaned diffuser 
inner diameter 

。uterdia隈eter
width 
nw曲 erof vanes 
vane angle to radius 

Test condition 
rotationa工speed w 
whir1 speed n 
eccentricity ε 
shock叩 freef10w rate 

Principa1 specifications 

Two-dimensiona1， c10sed type 
350 旋回

175 mm 
35 mm 

160 mm 
6 

680 for impe1ler A 
600 for impe1ler B 
4.1 kヲ

paral1e1 wal1ed 
700 mm 
40 mesh per inch， 51急 openin守
70 mm 

Logarithr叫 cspira1， 5 mm thickness 
390 mm 
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(20 mm radia1 clearance) 
600 mm 
60 mm 
2， 4 and 8 

75.50 

525どpm
恒 683to +683 rp限
variable各 main1y1.5 mm 

2.25 m~/min for i罰pe11erA 
3.21 m-/min for impe11er B 



Table 2 Matrix elements of impeller A 

1'Ilac:rix e1ement: MXX' 1'Ilyy axy-.軸 myX 忌xx'byy bxye 
.--yx 

k
まコピ， kyy k

ヌy'
咽 kyx

normali%ed by 1I'P'I'Z
Zb 言。rz2bω 1I'prz

2b白書z 

今総 C 1.64 0.27 1.14 噛 2.02 帽 0.55 噛 0.13

0.2争sf
1.72 0..35 1.10 軸 2.01 骨 0.55 柵 0.17

0.6 
'sf 

1.87 0.32 1.08 醐 1.88 -0.56 輔 0.10

争sま
1.86 0.27 0.98 岨 l‘.33 -0.42 0.09 

1..3や5玄
. 1.32 0.2.3 1.09 蝉 1.01 -0.43 0.08 

Ta己le3 Matrix elements.of impeller B 

maC"ix e1ement: m
xx' 

1'Il
yy 2xy'.-m yx 

b
玄コピ，

b
yy bxy'.軸 byx kxx' .kyy kxyl噛 kyx

normalized by 官。rz2b 官przZbω 'll'prz
2bω2 

争事 9 1.30 G‘21 0.98 崎 1.98 制 0.58 咽 0.12

0.2 'sf 1.32 0.33 0.94 -1.事6 輔 0.57 -0.17 

0.6舎5f 1.26 0.20 1.06 帽 1.80 噛 0.43 蝿 0.13

令sf 1.34 0.19 1.01 帽 1.62 欄む.39 -0.05 

1.3争5f 1.32 0.05 1.00 -1.35 輔 0.35 0.01 

」四
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